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Problem definition and motivation
▪ Few-shot segmentation:
Segmenting target region from a query image given a few annotated examples
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Experimental results and analyses

▪ Hypercorrelation: a form of “relational features” that represent relations between input images

▪ Evaluation results on standard few-shot segmentation datasets:

in multiple visual aspects, i.e., multi-channel high-dimensional correlations

▪ Meta-learning:
Learning to learn to perform well on diverse tasks, e.g., episodic training

4D correlation at
each layer

A dataset has training/test sets which are disjoint with respect to object classes
Each set consist of multiple episodes, composed of support and query sets

▪ Hypercorrelation Squeeze Networks: captures relevant patterns in high-dim. correlations

Hypercorrelation at
pyramid layer 𝑝

Hypercorrelation pyramid

▪ Limitations of existing approaches:
Mostly adopt on prototype-based approach which loses spatial structure
Hardly explore diverse levels of feature representation from a pretrained CNN
Fail to capture relational patterns in complex pair-wise feature correlations

Contributions

▪ Effectiveness of center-pivot 4D kernel:

1. Present the Hypercorrelation Squeeze Networks with deep 4D convs
2. Propose effective and efficient center-pivot 4D conv kernels
3. Achieve SOTA on three standard benchmarks of few-shot segmentation

▪ Center-Pivot 4D Convolution: a variant of 4D convolution for efficient correlation processing
▪ Effect of hypercorrelations:

4D convolution

1. Quadratic complexity with respect to the input feature maps
2. Over-parameterization of the high-dimensional convolutional kernel

From a set of neighborhood positions in a local 4D window, collect a small
subset of activations that pivots either one of 2-dimensional centers:

Weight
sparsification

▪ Robustness to domain shift:
Center-pivot 4D convolution

1. Reduced memory and time complexity: 𝒪(𝑁 4 ) → 𝓞(𝑵𝟐 )
2. Reduced number of learnable parameters: 11.3M → 2.6M

Evaluation results of COCO-20i-trained model
on each fold of PASCAL-5i

▪ Effect of finetuning:

